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1 Introduction

The potential approach is a useful notion in various
spheres. For example, a vector fieldH is said to be
“conservative” if there exists a differentiable mappingh
such thatH is the gradient ofh. The mappingh is said to
be the potential function forH. Many vector fields,
including electric force fields and gravitational fields, are
conservative. The notion “conservative” is generalized
from the classic physical result regarding the preservation
of energy. This result asserts that the entirety of the
kinetic energy and the potential energy of a mote moving
over a conservative vector field is constant. In the
framework of traditional transferable-utility (TU) games,
Hart and Mas-Colell [11] initially introduced the potential
approach to axiomatize the Shapley value [25].
Subsequently, Ortmann [22,23] and Calvo and Santos
[10] demonstrated several equivalent relations to
axiomatize the family of all traditional TU solutions that
admit a potential.

The theory of fuzzy TU games commenced with the
investigation of Aubin [1,2] where the opinions of a fuzzy
TU game and the fuzzy core are introduced. In the
framework of fuzzy TU games, many solution concepts
have been applied wildly. For example, Aubin [1,2],
Butnariu [7], Hwang [12], Hwang and Liao [13] and Tijs
et al. [27] investigated the extended cores of fuzzy TU
games; Branzei et al. [4], Butnariu and Klement [8],
Butnariu and Kroupa [9], Hwang and Liao [14], Li and
Zhang [15,16] and Tsurumi et al. [28] investigated the

extended Shapley values [25] of fuzzy TU games;
Branzei et al. [3,5], Muto et al. [20] and Tijs et al. [27]
investigated the extended compromise values, the
extended stable sets, the extended Weber sets of fuzzy TU
games; and fuzzy and multiobjective games were also
analyzed by Nishizaki and Sakawa [21]. Related results
also can be found in Branzei et al. [6], Molina and Tejada
[18], Sakawa and Nishizaki [24] and so on. By both
considering the players and their activity levels, Hwang
and Liao [14] proposed theconsistent valuewhich is a
fuzzy extension of the Shapley value [25]. Hwang and
Liao [14] also showed that there exists a unique potential
and the resulting payoff vector coincides with the
consistent value.

In the framework of fuzzy TU games, we build on the
results proposed by Calvo and Santos [10], Ortmann [22,
23] and Hwang and Liao [14].

1.In Section 3, we axiomatize the family of all fuzzy
solutions that admit a potential, and show that any
solution that admits a potential turns out to be the
consistent value of a specific game. After applying the
property of independence of individual expansions,
we provide several equivalent relations among the
potentializability of a solution, the properties of
balanced contributions and full-action path
independence.

2.In Section 3, we axiomatize the consistent value by
means of these equivalent relations.
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2 Preliminaries

Let U be the universe of agents. Fori ∈ U andbi ∈ [0,1],
we setBi = [0,bi ] to be the activity level space of agenti,
where level 0 denotes no participation. LetBN = ∏i∈N Bi
be the product set of the activity level spaces for agents in
N. For allT ⊆ N, a agent-coalitionT ⊆ N corresponds in
a canonical way to the fuzzy coalitionθ T ∈ BN, which is
the vector withθ T

i = 1 if i ∈ T, andθ T
i = 0 if i ∈ N\T. In

R
N, we denote 0N to be the zero vector.

A fuzzy TU game1 is a triple(N,b,v), whereN 6= /0 is
a finite set of agents,b = (bi)i∈N is the vector that
presents the highest activity level for each agent, and
v : BN → R is a characteristic mapping withv(0N) = 0
which distributes to each activity level vector
α = (αi)i∈N ∈ BN the value that the agents can gain when
each agenti participates at activity levelαi . A game
(N,b,v) will sometimes be denoted by its characteristic
mappingv if no confusion can occur. Denote the class of
all fuzzy TU games byΓ . Given (N,b,v) ∈ Γ and
α ∈ BN, we write (N,α,v) for the fuzzy TU subgame
defined by restricting v to
{β ∈ BN | βi ≤ αi for all i ∈ N}.

Given (N,b,v) ∈ Γ , let
KN,b = {(i,ki) | i ∈ N,ki ∈ B+

i }, whereB+
i = (0,bi ]. A

solution on Γ is a map ψ distributing to each
(N,b,v) ∈ Γ an element

ψ(N,b,v) =
(

ψi,ki (N,b,v)
)

(i,ki)∈KN,b ∈ R
KN,b

.

Hereψi,ki (N,b,v) is the value of the agenti when he takes
activity levelki to participate gamev. For convenience, we
defineψi,0(N,b,v) = 0 for eachi ∈ N.

Let N ⊆U , S⊆ N, i ∈ N andα ∈ R
N. We writeαS to

be the restriction ofα at S. For convenience we introduce
the notationα−i to representαN\{i} and letβ = (α−i ,ki) ∈

R
N be defined byβ−i = α−i andβi = ki . Furthermore, let

j ∈ N \ {i}, α−i j to representαN\{i, j} and(α−i j ,ki ,k j) to
represent((α−i ,ki)− j ,k j).

Hwang and Liao [14] provided a generalization of the
Shapley value of fuzzy TU games as follows.

Definition 1.Theconsistent valueof fuzzy TU games,γ, is
the function onΓ which associates with each(N,b,v)∈Γ ,
each agent i∈ N and each ki ∈ B+

i the value2

γi,ki
(N,b,v)

= ∑
S⊆N
i∈S

(|S|−1)!(|N|−|S|)!
|N|! ·

[

v
(

(b−i ,ki)S,0N\S
)

−v
(

(b−i ,0)S,0N\S
)

]

.

1 A fuzzy TU game, originally introduced by Aubin [1,2], is a
pair (N,v∗), wherev∗ is a mapping such thatv∗ : [0,1]N −→ R

andv∗(0N) = 0. In fact,(N,v∗) = (N,θ N,v) .
2 Without loss of generality, we can assume thatbi > 0 for all

i ∈ N.

3 The equivalence theorem and
axiomatizations

In this section, we provide several equivalent relations to
axiomatize the family of all fuzzy solutions that admit a
potential.

Given a functionP : Γ −→ R which associates a
numberP(N,b,v) ∈ R to each(N,b,v) ∈ Γ . For each
(i,ki) ∈ KN,b, Hwang and Liao [14] defined that

Di,ki P(N,b,v) = P
(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

.

Definition 2.(Hwang and Liao [14]) A solutionψ on Γ
admits apotential if there exists a function P: Γ → R

satisfies for all(N,b,v) ∈ Γ and for all (i,ki) ∈ KN,b,
ψi,ki (N,b,v) = Di,ki P(N,b,v).

A function P : Γ −→ R is said to be0-normalizedif
P(N,0N,v) = 0 for eachN ⊆ U . And P is said to be
efficientif for all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ ,

∑
i∈N

Di,bi P(N,b,v) = v(b).

The existence of a potential and a 0-normalized
potential are equivalent, since the function

P0(N,b,v) = P(N,b,v)−P(N,0N,v)

is a 0-normalized potential ifP is a potential. Furthermore,
a solutionψ on Γ admits one 0-normalized potential at
most.

Remark.Hwang and Liao [14] showed that a solutionψ on
Γ admits a uniquely 0-normalized and efficient potential
P if and only if ψ is the consistent valueγ on Γ . For all
(N,b,v) ∈ Γ and for all(i,ki) ∈ KN,b

γi,ki (N,b,v) = Di,ki P(N,b,v).

To state the equivalence theorem, some more
definitions will be needed.

Definition 3.Let ψ be a solution onΓ .

–Efficiency (EFF): For all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ ,
∑

i∈N
ψi,bi (N,b,v) = v(b).

–Balanced contributions (BC): For all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ
and for all (i,ki),( j,k j ) ∈ KN,b, i 6= j,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b− j ,k j),v
)

−ψi,ki

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

=ψ j ,kj

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−ψ j ,kj

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

.

–Independence of individual expansions (IIE)if for
all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ and for all (i,ki) ∈ KN,b , ki 6= bi ,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki ),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki +1),v
)

= · · · = ψi,ki (N,b,v).
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Inspired by Myerson [19], Hwang and Liao [14]
extended the property of balanced contributions to fuzzy
games. For any two agentsi, j and their activity levels
ki ,k j , the payoff for the activity levelki of agenti will
occur difference when agentj takes the activity levelk j
and agent j vanishes from the game. Vice versa, the
payoff for the activity levelk j of agent j will occur
difference when agenti takes the activity levelki and
agenti vanishes from the game. What BC asserts is that
this two differences will be coincident. IIE asserts that
whenever a agent gets available higher activity level the
payoff for all original activity levels is not varied under
condition that other agents are immobile.

Some considerable weakenings of the previous
properties are as follows.Weak efficiency (WEFF)
simply asserts that for all(N,b,v) ∈ Γ with |N| = 1, ψ
satisfies EFF.Upper balanced contributions (UBC)
only requires that BC holds ifki = bi andk j = b j . Weak
independence of individual expansions (WIIE)simply
asserts that for all(N,b,v) ∈ Γ with |N| = 1, ψ satisfies
IIE.

Remark.Hwang and Liao [14] axiomatized the consistent
valueγ by means of EFF, BC and IIE.

In the framework of traditional TU games, Calvo and
Santos [10] showed that any traditional TU solution that
admits a potential turns out to be the Shapley value of an
auxiliary game. A fuzzy extension of an auxiliary game is
defined as follows.

Definition 4.Given a solutionψ on Γ and a game
(N,b,v) ∈ Γ , the auxiliary fuzzy game (N,b,vψ ) is
defined as follows. For allα ∈ BN,

vψ(α) = ∑
i∈N

ψi,αi (N,α,v).

Note that ifψ satisfies efficiency thenv= vψ .

In the framework of TU games, Ortmann [22]
proposed the property of path independence to axiomatize
the family of all traditional TU solutions that admit a
potential. In order to propose an analogous result in fuzzy
games, some more definitions and notations are needed.

An full-action order for (N,b,v) ∈Γ is a bijectionσ :
N → N. The amount of all full-action orders for(N,b,v)
is |N|!. Let σ ,σ ′ be two full-action orders for(N,b,v), we
say thatσ ′ is a transposition of σ if there existi, j ∈ N
with i 6= j andσ( j) = σ(i) + 1, such thatσ ′(i) = σ( j),
σ ′( j) = σ(i) andσ ′(p) = σ(p) for all p∈ N\ {i, j}. It is
easy to see that each full-action order can be transformed
to another full-action order by means of transpositions.

Let σ be an full-action order. The activity level vector
that is present after thet-th agent according toσ , denoted
by sσ ,t , is defined by

sσ ,t
i =

{

bi if σ(i)≤ t ;
0 otherwise,

for all i ∈ N.

Definition 5.Let ψ be a solution onΓ . We say thatψ
satisfiesfull-action path independence (FAPI)if

∑
i∈N

ψi,bi (N,sσ ,σ(i),v) = ∑
i∈N

ψi,bi (N,sσ ′ ,σ ′(i),v),

for all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ and for all ordersσ ,σ ′.

Subsequently, we show that the property UBC
coincides with the property FAPI.

Lemma 1.A solutionψ on Γ satisfies FAPI if and only if
ψ satisfies UBC.

Proof.Let (N,b,v) ∈ Γ . It is trivial if |N| = 1. Assume
that|N| ≥ 2. First we show that ifψ satisfies FAPI, then it
satisfies UBC. Leti, j ∈ N. Let σi and σ j be two
full-action orders with σi(i) = σ j ( j) = |N|,
σi( j) = σ j(i) = |N| − 1 and σi(p) = σ j(p) for all
p /∈ {i, j}. Sinceψ satisfies FAPI,

0= ∑
p∈N

ψp,bp
(N,sσi ,σi (p),v)− ∑

p∈N
ψp,bp

(N,sσ j ,σ j (p),v)

= ψ j,bj

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

+ψi,bi
(N,b,v)−ψi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

−ψ j,bj
(N,b,v).

Therefore,

ψi,bi (N,b,v)−ψ j ,b j (N,b,v)
= ψi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

−ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

.

So,ψ satisfies UBC.
Conversely, suppose thatψ satisfies UBC. Let

(N,b,v) ∈ Γ and σ ,σ ′ be two full-action orders for
(N,b,v). Since each full-action order can be transformed
to another full-action order by applying transpositions, we
can assume thatσ ′ is a transposition ofσ . Let i, j ∈ N
with i 6= j andσ( j) = σ(i) + 1, such thatσ ′(i) = σ( j),
σ ′( j) = σ(i) and σ ′(p) = σ(p) for all p ∈ N \ {i, j}.
Sinceσ ′ is a transposition ofσ , for all t ∈ N\ {i, j},

ψt,bt (N,sσ ,σ(t),v) = ψt,bt (N,sσ ′,σ ′(t),v). (1)

Sinceσ ′ is a transposition ofσ , by equation (1),

∑
p∈N

ψp,bp(N,sσ ′,σ ′(p),v)− ∑
p∈N

ψp,bp(N,sσ ,σ(p),v)

= ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

+ψi,bi (N,b,v)−ψi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

−ψ j ,b j (N,b,v).
(2)

Sinceψ satisfies UBC,

ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

+ψi,bi (N,b,v)
= ψi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

+ψ j ,b j (N,b,v).
(3)

By equations (2) and (3),

∑
p∈N

ψp,bp(N,sσ ,σ(p),v) = ∑
p∈N

ψp,bp(N,sσ ′ ,σ ′(p),v).

Next, we present the main result in this section.
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Theorem 1.Let ψ be a solution onΓ . The following are
equivalent :

1.ψ admits a potential
2.ψ satisfies BC and WIIE
3.ψ satisfies UBC and IIE
4.ψ satisfies FAPI and IIE
5.For all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ , ψ(N,b,v) = γ(N,b,vψ ).

Proof.Please see the Appendix.

Finally, we axiomatize the consistent value by means
of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.

Theorem 2.

1.The consistent valueγ is the only solution satisfying
EFF, IIE, and UBC.

2.The consistent valueγ is the only solution satisfying
EFF, WIIE, and BC.

Proof.The results are Theorems 2 in Hwang and Liao [14].
In fact, this theorem also can be proved by Remarks 1, 2
and Theorem 1 in this paper.

Different from the axiomatic results proposed by
Hwang and Liao [14], we offer an alternative
axiomatization of the consistent value based on the
equivalence between UBC and FAPI.

Theorem 3.A solutionψ onΓ satisfies EFF, IIE and FAPI
if and only ifψ = γ

Proof.It follows from Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma 1.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we build on the results proposed by Hwang
and Liao [14] on fuzzy TU games. Several differences
between Hwang and Liao’s [14] work and ours are as
follows.

–In the framework of fuzzy TU games, We provide the
full-action path independence (FAPI) property. This
property and related results do not appear in Hwang
and Liao [14].

–Different from the results proposed by Hwang and
Liao [14], several equivalent relations are proposed to
axiomatize the family of all fuzzy solutions that admit
a potential.

–Different from the technique of the proofs in Hwang
and Liao [14], we axiomatize the consistent value by
means of the equivalent relations proposed in this
paper. Further, we propose alternative axiomatization
of the consistent value.

In addition to providing axiomatic results of the
consistent value, these mentioned above raise one
question in the framework of fuzzy TU games.

–Whether related results of the Shapley value on
standard TU games could be described in the
framework of fuzzy TU games.

To our knowledge, these issues are still open questions.

Appendix

The proof of Theorem 1.Let ψ be a solution onΓ . By
Lemma 1, we have that 3⇔ 4.
To verify 1 ⇒ 2, supposeψ admits a potentialP. Let
(N,b,v) ∈ Γ and(i,ki),( j,k j ) ∈ KN,b, i 6= j,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b− j ,k j),v
)

−ψi,ki

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

= [P
(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,k j),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i j ,0,k j),v
)

]
−[P

(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,0),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i j ,0,0),v
)

]
= [P

(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,k j),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,0),v
)

]
−[P

(

N,(b−i j ,0,k j),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i j ,0,0),v
)

]
= ψ j ,kj

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−ψ j ,kj

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

.

Hence,ψ satisfies BC. To see thatψ satisfies WIIE, we
show that it satisfies IIE. Let(N,b,v) ∈ Γ and
(i,ki) ∈ KN,b,ki 6= bi . Forki ≤ l ≤ bi

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i , l),v
)

= P
(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−P
(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

= ψi,ki (N,b,v).

That is,ψ satisfies IIE.
To verify 2 ⇒ 3, supposeψ satisfies BC and WIIE.

Clearly, ψ satisfies UBC. It remains to show thatψ
satisfies IIE. Let(N,b,v) ∈ Γ . The proof proceeds by
induction on|N|. It is true for |N| = 1 by WIIE. Assume
thatψ satisfies IIE for|N| ≤ t −1, wheret ≥ 2.
The case|N|= t : For (i,ki) ∈ KN,b with ki 6= bi , let p∈ N
andp 6= i. For allt = 0,1,2, · · · ,bi −ki , consider the game
(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,bp),v
)

, by BC ofψ ,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,bp),v
)

−ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,0),v
)

= ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,bp),v
)

−ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,0,bp),v
)

.

Hence, for allt = 0,1,2, · · · ,bi − ki,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,bp),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,0),v
)

+ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,bp),v
)

−ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,0,bp),v
)

.

Since |S(b−ip,ki + t,0)| < |N|, by induction hypotheses,
for all t = 0,1,2, · · · ,bi − ki,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,0),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,0),v
)

.

So, for allt = 0,1,2, · · · ,bi − ki,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,bp),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,0),v
)

+ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,bp),v
)

−ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,0,bp),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,0),v
)

+ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,ki ,bp),v
)

−ψp,bp

(

N,(b−ip,0,bp),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−ip,ki + t,bp),v
)

.

That is,ψ satisfies IIE.
To verify 3 ⇒ 5, suppose thatψ satisfies UBC and

IIE. Let (N,b,v) ∈ Γ . The proof proceeds by induction on

c© 2016 NSP
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|N|. Assume that|N| = 1 andN = {i}. By EFF ofγ and
definition ofvψ ,

γi,bi (N,b,vψ ) = vψ(b) = ψi,bi (N,b,v).

Let ki ∈ B+
i ,ki 6= bi . By IIE and EFF ofγ and definition of

vψ ,
γi,ki (N,b,vψ )

= γi,ki (N,(b−i ,ki),vψ )
= vψ (b−i,ki)
= ψi,ki (N,(b−i ,ki),v)
= ψi,ki (N,b,v).

Assume thatψ(N,b,v) = γ(N,b,v) if |N| ≤ l −1, where
l ≥ 2.
The case|N| = l : By UBC of bothψ andγ, and induction
hypotheses, fori, j ∈ N,

ψi,bi (N,b,v)−ψ j ,b j (N,b,v)
= ψi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),v
)

−ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

(by UBC of ψ)
= γi,bi

(

N,(b− j ,0),vψ
)

− γ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),vψ
)

(by induction hypotheses)
= γi,bi (N,b,vψ )− γ j ,b j (N,b,vψ ).

(by UBC of γ)

So, for alli, j ∈ N,

ψi,bi (N,b,v)−γi,bi (N,b,vψ )=ψ j ,b j (N,b,v)−γ j ,b j (N,b,vψ ).

Let c = ψi,bi (N,b,v)− γi,bi (N,b,vψ ) for all i ∈ N. By
definition ofvψ and EFF ofγ,

|N| ·c
= ∑

i∈N
ψi,bi (N,b,v)− ∑

i∈N
γi,bi (N,b,vψ )

= vψ(b)− vψ(b)
= 0.

Therefore,c= 0. Henceψi,bi (N,b,v) = γi,bi (N,b,v) for all
i ∈ N. It remains to show thatψi,ki (N,b,v) = γi,ki (N,b,vψ )

for all i ∈ N andki ∈ B+
i ,ki 6= bi . By induction hypotheses

and UBC of bothψ andγ, for all i, j ∈ N andki ∈ B+
i ,ki 6=

bi ,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,0),v
)

−ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

(by UBC of ψ)
= γi,ki

(

N,(b−i j ,ki ,0),vψ
)

− γ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,0),vψ
)

(by induction hypotheses)
= γi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

− γ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

.
(by UBC of γ)

So, for alli, j ∈ N andki ∈ B+
i ,ki 6= bi ,

ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

− γi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

= ψ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

− γ j ,b j

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

.

Letd=ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

−γi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

for all
i ∈ N andki ∈ B+

i ,ki 6= bi . By definition ofvψ and EFF of

γ, d = 0. Hence, by IIE of bothψ andγ, for all i ∈ N and
ki ∈ B+

i ,ki 6= bi ,

ψi,ki (N,b,v)
= ψi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

= γi,ki

(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

= γi,ki (N,b,vψ ).

To verify 5 ⇒ 1, suppose thatψ(N,b,v) = γ(N,b,vψ)
for all (N,b,v) ∈ Γ . Since the consistent valueγ admits
a potentialPγ , we define a function ofψ asPψ(N,b,v) =
Pγ(N,b,vψ) for all (N,b,v) ∈Γ . Then for all(i,ki)∈KN,b,

Pψ
(

N,(b−i ,ki),v
)

−Pψ
(

N,(b−i ,0),v
)

= Pγ
(

N,(b−i ,ki),vψ
)

−Pγ
(

N,(b−i ,0),vψ
)

= γi,ki (N,b,vψ )
= ψi,ki (N,b,v).

Hence,ψ admits the potentialPψ by Definition 2.
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